
 

 

 

 

 

The Portable Solar baby Turtle© Kiosk 

 
 

 

 

 

 

SolarTurtle’s latest solar product is HERE! 
 

“Swap-out a powerbank-battery & carry on with your smart day!” 
 

The Solar baby Turtle offers unique safety, flexibility and innovation. In the 
morning the solar panels unfold from their secure location to feed on the rays 
of the sun. In the evening the panels fold away into a tamper-proof hard shell.   
Solar baby Turtle© is ideal for: 

 Persons-On-The-Move 

 Festivals 

 Sports Events 

 Open Markets (Hawkerville) 

 Taxi Commuter Stations 

 Bus & Train Commuter Stations 
 
Services include: 

 Wi-Fi Hotspot 

 Airtime Services 

 Snacks & Cooking 

 Printing & Copying 

 

SolarTurtle SA (Pty) Ltd 

www.solarturtle.co.za 
Lungelwa@solarturtle.co.za 

+27 72 321 9070 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

There is a gap in the market for a small solar-kiosk that can provide battery-
charging & WiFi options to meet the ever growing reliance on smartphones 
and other ICT devices. People are on the go and need to have their devices 
charged all the time. What if you can just swap-out a powerbank-battery and 
carry one with your smart day? This service will offer convince to cities and 
rural communities alike. The demand for accessible electricity in pay-as-you-
go increments has been proven across Africa. We at SolarTurtle just want to 
take it a step further.  

The BabyTurtles will enable us to utilize the lessons we have learnt over the 
years, of working with off-grid communities to produce cost-effective energy-
kiosks ready for rapid scale-up across Africa. 
  
Three new micro-solar-energy-kiosk designs, each with an integrated SME1 e-
learning and ICT management system. A small version that can be transported 
on a taxi, a medium version that can be pulled or peddled to trading locations, 
and a larger version, like a trailer, that can be used for events and offer a wider 
range of products and services. 

The solar panels unfold and it can start recharging batteries, phones  and other 
small rechargeable appliances for an income 

The BabyTurtle will be able to recharge  solar-power-banks that customers can 
take with them to power their devices for the day. 

                                                      

1 Small medium Enterprise (SME) 



 

 

 

 

SolarTurtle SA is an award winning social business that has a proven track 
record of promoting enterprise development in less-privileged communities 

through tailored renewable energy technologies.  
 


